Developing a mastery approach in
English : planning for the year ahead
Thursday 15th June 2017, 9.30am – 3.45pm

“An excellent day. Very useful and a super insight into depth and
mastery curriculum. Lots of practical ideas and knowledge to apply
back in the classroom,” Assistant Headteacher.
The word ‘understanding’ occurs 48 times in the National Curriculum
for KS1 and KS2 English, the word ‘secure’ 5 times and ‘accurately’
22 times. Integral to mastery is the development of deep, rather
than superficial conceptual understanding and in secure learning
which persists. Mastery learning is centred on the belief that all, or
almost all, children can achieve the standards.
What does a mastery approach look like in English? What are the
features of lessons? What constitutes depth and breadth? How do
pupils move from a shaky understanding of concepts to efficient and
effective application in a range of contexts? How do we ensure our
approach enables children to meet the increased cognitive demands
of Key Stage assessments and enable all our learners to achieve the
standards? How do we assess the security and depth of
understanding to ensure progress is maximised? How do we ensure
pupils are challenged?
“This course digs deep into the philosophy of
teaching English and seeks to ensure that teachers
can turn theory into day-to-day practice. It asks
challenging questions, aids reflection and provides
practical ways forward. It examines how pupils
make progress and considers the interlinking
nature of reading, writing, speaking and
listening.”
Vicky Crane, Consultant & trainer

This course is aimed at senior leaders
and literacy leaders
Evaluations from previous
mastery training:
“Fabulous resources, good
themes for group discussions,
lots of opportunities to share
ideas and a variety of learning
tools. A thorough and clear
training day.”
“Plenty of examples, practical
application & opportunities to
talk through ideas and
experiences.”
“I now have a secure
understanding of mastery
learning. Thank you Vicky for all
your support and resources.”

A set of electronic resources complement this course to
enable colleagues to share developments within school.

 Planning and teaching for understanding.

Prices:
First delegate: £190.00
Second and subsequent
delegates: £170.00

 What is depth in English? How do we ensure our more-able pupils
are challenged? How do we support all our learners to achieve
the standards?

9.30am to 3.45pm
Thursday 15th June 2017

 What does intelligent practice look like and how can we develop
different types of fluency, including how automaticity relates to
working memory?

The Village Hotel, south
Leeds, LS27 0TS

 What is a mastery approach to learning in English? What are the
implications for teachers and pupils? What does it look like on a
day-to-day basis?

 How does the quality of thinking have a direct impact on the
quality of writing, reading comprehension and the development
of speaking and listening?
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Substitutions, cancellations and refund policy
Substitutions welcome at any time. Written cancellations made four weeks before the conference
date will be subject to a full refund. Written cancellations made two weeks before the conference
date will be subject to a 50% refund. Cancellations made less than two weeks before the
conference date cannot be refunded. All cancellations must be made in writing. ICTWand reserves
the right to alter the programme without notice due to unforeseen circumstances. We also reserve
the right in our absolute discretion and without further liability to cancel the programme in which
all monies will be refunded. ICTWand safeguard your data. We will endeavour to keep you
informed of our other conferences and products where appropriate but will not pass your details
onto any third parties.
If you do not wish us to send you details of other products and courses please tick this box. 

Invoices are dispatched once booking forms have been received.
Payment can be via cheque made payable to ICT Wand or BACS
transfer, details of which are sent with the invoice.
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